Class 37: Debugging with DDD

Held: Monday, 11 April 2011

Summary: We consider the process of debugging.

Related Pages:
- EBoard.
- Lab: Debugging with DDD.
- Reading: Debugging with DDD, Summary and Sample Session.

Notes:
- Answers to questions on the debugging reading posted.
- Missing questions from AA, DG, MH, BW.
- Reading for Tuesday: K&R 5.6-5.9.
- I will reserve time at the start of class for questions on on assignment 7.
- Psychologist Search info.
- Preregistration: Consider AI or Architecture or Bioinformatics.
- EC for either of Tuesday’s Town-Hall Meetings on the Forum [academic]
- EC for Thursday’s Convocation on Intellectual Property [academic]
- EC for Thursday’s CS Extra [academic]
- EC for Friday’s CS Table [academic]

Overview:
- Your Questions.
- Lab.

Your Questions

Lab
- Do the lab.
- Be prepared to share your feelings about the key debugger capabilities.